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Christine Park Gallery is pleased to present the first solo exhibition by Tel Aviv based
multidisciplinary artist Yuval Shaul, widely known for his sculptures and large scale installations
composed of photography and painting. Shaul presents an extensive new body of vibrant abstract
paintings in addition to a New York debut of one of his signature sculptures “Self-portrait with Myself’.
This year, Shaul has returned to painting after two decades of focusing on making sculpture. In
recent months Shaul has produced colourful abstract paintings using oil paints mixed with
industrial metal paints, thinners and yacht varnishes, which interact with each other creating
dynamic compositions. This unique personal painting process marks his own individual practice of
‘action painting’. The results are distinctive in surface and complex in texture.
Shaul’s layered and seductive paintings are created through a process that sees him working as
an artist in an alchemical way. His practice is deeply inspired by great masters who sought to
innovate like Jan van Eyck and more recently Sigmar Polke.
These paintings are created through mental, physical and chemical battles. Shaul anarchically
mixes materials and creates his dynamic compositions by lifting the papers in different directions
and propping them up on various stands so that colours mix, drip, run and eventually settle.
Shaul’s recent abstract paintings are evocative of powerful emotional musical compositions. Using
colours as his ‘instruments’ he creates movement and tension in an on-going harmonious dialogue
between colour and form.
The energy of this process speaks of his male identity and the colours are now the gateway
through which he passes to reach the truth of his feelings. The language of these works,
expressed through easy and accessible means, exudes great clarity and embodies the energetic
frequency of all the issues and themes investigated over his 30-year career.
Shaul is preoccupied with man’s conflicting strengths and weaknesses. His own mixed family
background may shed some light on his creative journey. He was born in Israel, an isolated
country in the Middle East, to parents whose origins were in Burma, Iraq, Iran and Macedonia.
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The son of first and second-generation immigrants, he has always lived and worked in Tel Aviv, a
vibrant, cosmopolitan, hedonistic and liberal city.
This exhibition will also feature one of Shaul’s most important sculptures ‘Self-portrait with
Myself’. It features a man holding up another man who on close inspection is revealed to be the
artist holding himself. The artist is dressed in his signatory jeans and t-shirt and is supporting his
own duplicate self, conveying a sense of anguish, grievance, difficulty and resistance.
This sculpture reflects a number of other themes he has previously explored including nature
versus mankind, violence and war and the solitude and angst often felt by artists. In ‘Self-portrait
with Myself’ Shaul questions his own role in society and demonstrates his obsessive preoccupation
with survival.
Tamar Arnon and Eli Zagury,
London,
September 2018
About the Artist
Born 1961 in Tel Aviv, Israel, he graduated from the Avni Institute, Tel Aviv with Art Studies in 1988
as-well as studying under Zvi Millstein Studio in 1984.
Winner of the 2011 Cutlog Prize, Paris, he has also achieved the Young Artist Prize from the
Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports in 1991 and completed 2 one-year scholarships from the
America-Israel Cultural Foundation and Sharet Foundation 1989-1990
His work has been obtained in a number of various prominent collections such as the Israel Museum
(Jerusalem), Tel Aviv Museum of Art (Tel Aviv), Herzliya Museum of Art (Herzliya), Janco Dada
Museum (Ein Hod), Leumi Bank Collection (Tel Aviv), Discount Bank Collection (Tel Aviv),
Hapoalim Bank Collection (Tel Aviv), the Israel Parliament and the Knesset Collection (Jerusalem).
About the Gallery
Christine Park Gallery is a young gallery dedicated to supporting both emerging and established
international artists. Located in West Chelsea, New York's burgeoning art hotspot, the gallery has
an extensive programme of solo shows, conceptually curated group exhibitions, and special
installations. With a constantly developing roster of innovative artists the gallery prides itself on
exhibiting works in a range of media, seeking to provoke cross-disciplinary debate and extend the
boundaries of the current contemporary art scene.
Our vision is to provide a platform to allow artists to develop and gain greater recognition.
Therefore, as well as providing a commercial space that artists can use as a canvas to realise their
projects and present their works to the public, we actively foster relations with art foundations,
public museums and private clients.
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